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The Verizon version of Samsung Galaxy S III Verizon customers who pre-ordered the Samsung Galaxy S III began to receive their device. Hurrah! And those who wanted to wait for the phone to be available in Big Red stores should be able to jump, jump or venture into a Verizon location starting Tuesday and request a
Samsung Galaxy S III. For those who have received the phone, those who will buy the phone, or those who just like to read user manuals, Verizon has put the handset instruction through . PDF file, so you can read about all the features your current phone does not have, which makes you even more envious than those
with the Samsung Galaxy S III. The User's Guide makes some great reading materials during these times when you are unwell. It's almost impossible to read the Samsung Galaxy S III guide and you don't want to make it a daily driver. The toughest phone competition will come from DROID RAZR MAXX and its
3300mAh battery and Apple iPhone 4S. Although there are conflicting reports about which phone is currently the best-selling Big Red, starting on July 10th it becomes a three-way battle.Source:UserGuide via AndroidCentral subscribe to our newsletter! When the Samsung TV isn't working properly, you don't need an
automatic service phone; instead, reset is all you may need. Samsung provides several reset options so you can choose the right one for your problem. This option returns to factory settings of colors, brightness, contrast, and other picture-related settings. This is convenient if you have manually adjusted the picture, but
you do not like the result and can not bring the settings back to where you started. Picture settings do not change other TV settings. To restore the picture, select Settings &gt; Picture settings icon &gt; Expert settings &gt; Picture reset. This option resets sound-related settings such as balance, equalizer adjustments, TV
installation type (wall/stand), HDMI audio format, audio delay, and Automatic volume up back to factory settings. As with picture settings, if you've made manual sound settings but don't like the result, reset Sound option will return you to tv sound settings. Resetting the sound settings does not change other TV settings.
To reset sound settings, select Settings &gt; Sound settings &gt; Expert settings &gt; Mute. If you have a Samsung Smart TV, resetting the Smart Hub returns these settings to their factory defaults and deletes all information related to your Samsung account. After resetting the Smart Hub, you will need to reconnect your
account to all services and restore the on the Smart Hub. Although preloaded streaming apps are saved, any apps you've previously added to your My Apps review selection will need to be downloaded and reinstalled. To reset Smart Hub settings, go to Settings &gt; Support &gt; Self Self &gt; Reset Smart Hub. The most
comprehensive reset option you can do is a general reset of the TV. When initiated, all pictures, sound, smart hub, and other operational features, such as all recorded broadcast channels, return to the default settings. To perform a general reset, go to Settings &gt; Support &gt; self-diagnosis &gt; reset. Network settings
are not affected by a general reset. If you are having problems with your network or Internet connection, unfortunately there is no reset option. If your network connection fails to stream video correctly, and if you connect to the network over Wi-Fi, try a wired Ethernet connection if possible; this is often more stable for
video streaming. If your total Internet access doesn't work via Wi-Fi or Ethernet, or if your TV displays network error codes (for example, the 012 error code means that the TV doesn't connect Netflix servers), try the TV network setup steps to reconnect to see if it works. If you cannot establish a stable network/Internet
connection using the methods provided, contact your Internet service provider before contacting Samsung support. If you connect to your network/Internet using Ethernet: Go to Settings &gt; Open network settings &gt; cable and wait for confirmation that the connection is secure. If you connect to the network/Internet via
Wi-Fi: Go to Settings &gt; Open network settings &gt; Wireless and follow the instructions for entering network information (select a network, enter a network password or key, etc.). In addition to the options you need to reset your TV yourself, you can also get Samsung to check your TV and perform all the remote reset
features. In other words, samsung takes control of your TV. This option only works with Samsung smart TVs connected to the Internet. Call a Samsung Tech service and request remote support. Make sure you have prepared the model, serial number and, if possible, tv software version. The agent will also ask you
additional questions about what the possible problem is. Open the support menu on your TV and select Remote Control. Read the service agreements and enter your Samsung account PIN. If you don't have a PIN, enter 0. Once the Samsung service provider can take control of your TV, it will do one or more of the
following: Diagnose the TV. Adjust the TV's picture, sound, and/or smart hub settings. Start a factory reset.Install all necessary software/firmware updates. Provide further guidance on whether an on-site service or carry-on service is required. If you have a non-smart TV or an older Samsung smart TV, you can reset the
picture and sound settings using a similar menu such as Smart TV, but there is no Smart Hub or Remote Management option as the TV does not have internet capabilities. If a General Reset option is provided, the TV will reset picture and sound settings, channel menu settings, clock and timer settings, and other
settings that the user may have changed. Depending on the model year, the OSD menu layout vary, so if you're not sure how to access the reset options, consult the user guide for your specific Samsung TV. The reset options provided by Samsung for its TVs may be exactly what you need to get everything running
again. However, before you start any reset yourself or take advantage of remote control, check this: Make sure that the physical connections are correct and firmly attached. If you have a Samsung Smart TV, check your network/Internet connection. Make sure you have installed the latest firmware update for your TV. If
the TV does not respond to the remote control, replace the batteries and see if it will work with the TV again. Disconnecting the TV from the power does not reset the TV, but simply turns it off. If you plug the TV back into it, it will restart as if you're turning it off and on using the remote. Reset is done using the settings
menu. Samsung 55-inch TU8000 tradesAMSUNG 55-inch crystal class... Samsung 55 inch TV 2020 LED ... Over the past few years, Samsung's Series 8 has been a great option to buy TV programs that want to balance performance and price in a way that once seemed unpre predicted. The TU8000 does not represent
quite the top of this range, but it is only one step down, sharing many of the TU8500 xrak, but with an even more attractive price tag. It uses Crystal LCD UHD panel technology and promises ease of use, minimalist design, choice of built-in voice assistant and best-in-class smart TV system. There's also a whole range of
screen sizes to choose from, so you can really make it work for your space. Although the frame is mostly made of plastic, the TU8000 is a really well-built TV. It's just a pity that Samsung decided to use a hard-to-accommodate wide stand on this model and also stuff the HDMI inputs - especially when one of them
becomes unusable if you decide to mount it on the wall. However, there is no such nonsense to have in the smart TV system, which includes all the on-demand and catch-up apps you might want, including Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, Apple TV and Disney Plus. This includes even the atmospheric mode that appears
outside the QLED range for the first time this year. There's no doubt that the picture comes with some price limits, but overall the TU8000 impresses with its natural color processing, fresh, detailed picture, solid movement processing and good handling. It needs some settings to perform the best of its abilities, though. As
is often the case, audio performance in the TU8000 isn't much to be excited about, but it's also not the worst we've heard of. In general, it is only on the flat side, with little on the way dynamics and organization, but offers a decent weight that stops it from sounding too thin. Soundbar wouldn't miss, but the sound
projection that manages and clarity through the middle rank will allow you to skip it if your budget is beskie. For the price TU8000 offers good performance that requires Expectations. Peak brightness is limited, so HDR isn't at its best and colors don't have the pop you'll see in lower sets. But the details are fantastic, the
black levels are strong and in general it is a natural and attractive picture that holds its own against the competition. It may not be as impressive as last year's RU8000, but you pay little attention to the picture settings on offer and you can still create a picture performance that offers brilliant value. (Image credit: Verity
Burns) Price and availabilityPresent in six different screen sizes, from 43 inches to 85 inches55-inch version, viewed here retailing for £599/$500/AU$1,299Overall cheaper than last year's RU8000The Samsung TU8000 is available in the UK, US and Australia, with the only difference being an 85-inch variant available in
the US - instead of the 82-inch in the UK and Australia. In addition, the line is the same in all territories, including 43-inch, 50-inch, 55-inch, 65-inch and 75-inch models. We reviewed the 55-inch version of the TU8000 (£599/$500/AU$1,299), but otherwise you'll pay £429/$350/AU$949 for a 43-inch, £499/$400/AU$1,049
for a 50-inch, £899/$700/$1,599 for a 65-inch, £1,299/$1,200/AU$2,499 for a 75-inch and £1,999/$1,800/AU$3,699 for an 82-inch/85-inch. There are a few more screen sizes to choose from this year compared to last year's RU8000, and while UK prices are usually the same, the US and Australia have seen some price
cuts. For example, the prices of the tested 55 inches here are the same as last year's RU8000 in the UK, but the same model in the US and Australia is at $150 and AU$300 cheaper respectively. Samsung TU8000 Screen Dimensions Specifications: 43-, 50-, 55-, 65-, 75-, 82-inches | Tuner: free hd | 4K: Yes | HDR: Yes
| Panel technology: LCD | Smart TV: Yes, Tizen | Curved: No | Dimensions: 1231(w) x 783 (h) x 250 (e)mm | Weight: 14.2 kg | 3D: None | Inputs: 3xHDMI 2.1, 2xUSB, 1xRF, CI slot, Ethernet | Outputs: 1x opticalDesignSturdy and stylish, although it is mostly plasticShirice is uncomfortable to accommodatethird HDMIs is a
little stingyIn this price, it is probably no surprise that tu8000 design is made mainly of black plastic, through the back panel, panels and stand. However, it still manages to feel well built, with some soothingly hefty craft when it pulls it out of the box, and minimal frames ensuring the set still looks stylish, plastic and
everything. Why Samsung decided to donate wide legs to this model after all - or any TV for this matter - is everyone's guess. The central stand, which is located on the TU8500 model above this, is much easier to accommodate when it comes to placing larger TVs on furniture. As it is, UE55TU8000 will require a TV
stand of at least 103cm, so make sure the current setting can fit it first. Understood you can choose to wall mount this TV instead, and there are no ugly lumps or bumps on the back to make this a problem. In fact, only 6 cm thick, it should sit quite tightly against its wall. your own. it is worth noting that one of the HDMI
ports will become unusable in this position because it faces the back, which is a pity, given that what is already quite stiff. We are used to having four HDMIs to choose from, even at this price, but the TU8000 has only three. This means that even a relatively modest set-top box setting, Blu-ray player and game console
will use these parts of the shutdown, with one lost if the set is mounted on a wall. Other ports include two USBs, composite video in, RF antenna input for terrestrial devices, CI slot and ethernet port for when wi-fi will not cut it. There is also an optical output for pressing the sound to a sound bar. As is usually the case with
Samsung TVs, the box includes two remotes - a shorter standard look and a slender, simpler option. The latter has all the basic features that you will use most often, without the ones you will not do. This includes ring-shaped D-pad, channel and volume control, shortcuts to Netflix, Prime Video and Rakuten TV, and
buttons to activate Samsung's external mode (more on this later), your optional voice assistant and general navigation. This remote control can also be set up as universal control for your other devices, for which you will be prompted during the initial setup. (Image credit: Verity Burns) Smart TV (Tizen)Easy TV setup via
SmartThings AppTizen is still one of the best smart systems thereIn turn on mode, and you can get the TV to set only using the remote, if you prefer, Samsung prompts you to download the Samsung SmartThings app to make it digital instead. It works very well, even automatically adding wi-fi details that are mined from
your device, so you don't have to mess with screen keyboards, which is always welcome. It also prompts you to download additional on-demand apps that you might want on the TV and choose your voice assistant, as well as helping you set up OneRemote as universal control for all your sources. Once completed, the
TU8000 will appear as a device in the SmartThings app along with any other compatible devices you may have in the house. You can then control the TV using your phone if you've lost the remote control... or just can not be bothered to stand up to get them. Samsung has long offered one of the most comprehensive
smart TV systems through its Tizen platform, and that hasn't changed in 2020. This means that pressing the home button will display a row of your installed apps, which are now smaller to fit more on the screen, and highlighting a secondary line of suggested content or actions will be displayed. This content will be
customized according to your viewing habits if you're signed in to that particular app, so Netflix will offer to continue what you last watched, for example. Almost every on-demand service you might want is available, including Netflix, Netflix, Prime, Apple TV, NowTV, YouTube and Disney Plus, as well as all catch-up
services in the UK, from BBC iPlayer to My5. There's also an app store to add other apps, including UKTV Play, BBC Sounds and Spotify, with the order of apps you add to your home menu entirely tailored to your preferences - you can now fit 14 on the screen at any time. Scroll down from this main line of apps and
you'll return to Samsung's content center, with a number of TV and movie recommendations, albeit from a limited number of providers. Most of the options that have appeared for us seem to be from Apple TV, Chili or UKTV Play and while it's interesting enough, it's a shame not to see more popular sources included,
such as Netflix, Amazon or BBC iPlayer. We didn't use it at all. You get two voice assistance options, in Alexa and Samsung Bixby (Google Assistant awaits soon). Alexa can work alongside all the Amazon speakers you may have, and is generally the better choice of both for general voice assistance, although Bixby
offers more through specific TV controls, such as changing input through voice. It still feels like a bit of a pushed inclusion, which we rarely found the need to use, but it's there if you want it. Samsung Ambient mode is now included as a standard for the TU8000, and for the first time this year the feature extends its
horizons beyond the QLED range. It's a feature that's adapted from Art Mode, originally launched on Samsung Frame, and allows you to have a selection of pictures, patterns, or your own photos appear on the screen when you're not watching TV. The TV sensor will detect the brightness of the room and adjust the
picture accordingly, so it looks more like a picture than a TV that has just been left, which in turn saves energy. You can set a timer to make sure it shuts down after a certain period of time. It's not as convincing as Samsung's The Frame as a work of art, mostly because the TU8000 screen is more reflective, but it's nice
to see the feature shrinking in the range. (Image credit: Samsung) Picture qualityThe choice of picturePanel is not the brightest, so HDR can fight withDet zoomThis UE55TU8000 is able to a very good picture for its price, but the box settings need a little work to take advantage of this, especially with HDR content. This is
because the peak brightness of this kit is on the low side. Even with the brightness appearing high in the settings, it will probably turn out that you want more, especially with the dark scenes in well-lit rooms. So before we talk about the photo, let's talk about how to make it look its best. The first thing to set up here is the
picture mode that is most accurate under Movie. Many of you will prefer the attractive cold tones of the which is also a little brighter, but if you are looking for the most accurate picture and color palette, Film is the option to go. The movie mode has brightness and the contrast is brought down by the and we recommend
keeping them there. If you do, it's much finer, although you can press the brightness upwards if you think you need it. The color is the current between Warm1 and Warm2 and we ensure that the sharpness is always in 0 to avoid additional noise. You can leave the color and color settings where they are. We usually
recommend turning off all the added picture processing for the purest picture, but in this case, Samsung's Contrast Enhancer works wonders to give this picture the added oomph it needs, especially in the darker scenes. With the SDR content, you can probably keep it low, but with HDR content you'll get more impact,
albeit with less finesse set to high. The TU8000 will recognize every time you play compatible HDR content, and switch to HDR mode automatically, so any settings you change at that time will remain in place only for HDR content. Finally, motion settings fall into an option called Picture Clarity. Select a custom one, and
you can set the flicker settings yourself. Something around 3 or 4 seems to work best for most content we've watched, and the movement for the most part is wonderfully stable. With the picture we want it to be, we're comforted by a 4K stream of Joker on Sky Q. The outlines are wonderfully clear and there are heaps of
detail to get into, from the texture of the make-up on Joaquin Phoenix's face to the detail in Gotham's buildings in the opening scenes. More capable kits (read: more expensive) will offer little more than depth and additional fine details, but for a medium-range TV, there's very little to misunderstanding here. The colors are
also well appreciated, and here there is enough natural punch to keep the picture engaging. The TU8000 even does a great job with skin tones, with a tough balance that TVs at this level can't always manage. The lack of a wide HDR color gamut in the TU8000 means you're unlikely to be blown away by the tu8000's out-
and-out vitality when watching HDR, but the thinner way it handles its color palette, and its shading is still beautiful. While the colors probably would not be described as bright, they are also far from washed away. (Image credit: Verity Burns) If there's an Achilles heel here, it's dark scenes when observed in something
other than a very dark room. Even then, they struggle to impress as the screen tries to balance the dark and bright parts of the stage. There's no doubt that black people can get deeper, but the shadow and accents lose in the process. As an edge-lit kit with no local dimming, the TU8000 will always struggle in these
situations, but with Samsung's Contrast Enhancer on, you can quickly improve balance and give these scenes a much bigger distinction. This is especially useful for HDR content. When we streamed Ozark from Netflix, we were able to convert before dark scenes when viewed in daylight, in something much more
perforated and pleasant. Even the viewing experience in a dark room is much better. With the contrast amplifier set to Highlight details are presented much brighter along with these deep blacks, and with very little flowering. It even helps to bring out some details that might otherwise be lost in the shadows. As
mentioned, the additional processing passes with some finesse in search of better contrast, especially noticeable in brighter scenes, and also adds in some noise. However, at this price, this is a deal from which we are ready to make. The result is not as accurate or dynamic as HDR can be at its best, but you won't find
many TVs at this level that make much better. Just keep in mind that as in the case of all Samsung TVs, there is no Dolby Vision support here, only HDR10 and less HDR10+ cape, plus HLG for broadcasting. Transferring HD/SDR content with Amazon Prime stream from Iron Man 2 and TU8000 manages commendably.
Scaling it is quite good, and while it can't pass for the native 4K, there's still a good level of detail in which to insert your teeth without noticeable extra noise. The colors are just as well processed as in HDR, so the iron man's red and dragon are suitably striking without being above the top, while the contrast in the dark
scenes remains impressive with the help of additional processing. Even terrestrial content on TERRESTRIAL TV looks decent. It's a little soft, as you'd expect, but even with the further noise creeping in, it's a solid picture with a good color balance that's fully advocated. The only drawback of all these are the viewing
angles, which are annoyingly dense. Sit too far from the axis and you will lose a fair contrast and color saturation, which takes away from the overall picture. If this is the TV for you, just be sure to pack the central seating position for a movie night. (Image credit: Samsung) Audio performance20W stereo speakersThis
settings to choose fromIs not terrible, but nothing to write at home Tu8000 offers three audio settings to choose from in the basic settings menu. It will come with standard selected from the box, but you can also choose customizable or amplified settings. We like adaptive's added willop, which strikes a good balance of
adding weight to the low end without losing too much clarity through the middle of the page. This low end still lacks the strength and depth you get from the soundbar, but at least it helps to give some presence to the soundtrack and ensure it doesn't sound too thin. Triple is still a little sharp, but not so much that it feels
uncomfortable to listen.The organization is not the best, so the dialogue can get lost a little in the busiest scenes, but in general it is good if there are few details missing. As is usually the case with TV sound, especially at this level, it's only a bit flat, and lacks the dynamics with which to move between the finesse needed
for quieter scenes and the oomph needed Great. You'll want to invest in a soundbar for that. This does a good job of projecting the sound, so you you need to push the volume out of your comfort zone, which is welcome at this level. Should I buy a Samsung UE55TU8000? (Image credit: Samsung) Buy it if... You want a
GOOD 8 Samsung 8 Series TV has always been a great average base for those who want a good TV without spending the money on the QLED range. That's absolutely what you get with the TU8000 and while there are some areas where we'd like to see improvements in, we won't deny the value of a 55-inch TV at
£600/$500/AU$1,299.You can use Samsung Tizen's on-demand apps is one of the best smart TV systems you can get, and comes with the most impressive line of application on the market. If you subscribe to a video-on-demand service, it will be here, and all UK services catch up too. There's nothing on TV that's ever
going to enchant you again... You want a good choice of screen sizes You can say that this is a popular TV for Samsung, from the screen size that is available. This means that whether you're looking for a basic TV or a secondary set, there's a screen size (and a budget) for you. Don't buy it if... You want to see the best
of HDR Low overall brightness and lack of wide color gamut of TU8000, not to mention the fact that Samsung does not support Dolby Vision, limits how well this TV can display HDR content. Some tweaks can help to make that a little more impactful, but the real benefit of HDR will not shine here. You have a wide
viewing area The viewing angles are not a strong point on this TV. If you have a lounge where people will watch this TV from a wide variety of seating areas, they will get a very different experience from someone sitting right in front of it. You have a small TV stand These wide legs make this TV a little difficult to fit on
more compact stands. If you're tightened up in space and need your TV to be a little better at understanding this, the TU8000 may not be the TV for you. It's you.
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